
Short Stories, April 10, 1936 

 
When Peking Court Was Dubbed “Dead Man’s Alley” the Chinatown 

Squad Had to Do Something about Its Sinister Reputation 
 

HE Plum Blossom Joss House 
stands on the south side of Orange 
Street. It is a plain brick building 
with unusually dirty windows, 

even for Chinatown. The only mark of a 
temple about it is the brass lantern with 
panes of peacock-blue glass which hangs 
over the door. 

Not far from the Plum Blossom a narrow 
alley opens into an unsavory square of 
houses called Peking Court. Wang Wu’s 
store for Oriental art goods faces on this 
alley. Sergeant “Rocky” Stone of the 
Chinatown Squad once described Peking 
Court as “running from bad to worse,” for a 
similar alley at the far end leads into Quince 
Street, where for years a colony of gypsies 
kept their turbulent winter quarters. 

Now Peking Court was never a good 
place for a lone white man to go stargazing, 
but after the third murder it began to have a 
bad reputation, a thing not too easily 
acquired in Chinatown. The fact that two of 
the victims happened to be white men added 
to the popular hue and cry. Reporters 
promptly dubbed the place “Dead Man’s 
Alley,” then one of the local papers ran a 
sarcastic editorial under the sly caption: 
“Peking—the Forbidden City,” and Captain 
Deever’s blood pressure shot up twenty 
points. 

Deever had charge of the 14th Precinct, 
which included the Chinatown Squad. “And 
they call themselves detectives!” he snarled 
with withering scorn to the House Sergeant. 
“They’ve got lead in their shoes and solid 
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wood between the ears. The blankety 
blockheads couldn’t find City Hall without a 
street guide. Where’s Stone? Send Rocky 
Stone in here!”  

 
“D’ja see this?” he snorted when Rocky 

answered the summons. He hurled the 
offending paper across the desk and gnawed 
his cold cigar in savage disgust. “We’ve got 
to put a stop to this—short and sharp. I’m 
not going to stand for Chinks knockin’ off 
white men in my district—even if the white 
men were a couple of punks who won’t be 
missed.”  

“So what, Cap?”  
“I want you to drop whatever you’re 

doing and take hold of this Peking Court 
business. Pick out any man on the Squad you 
want to team up with—Morley’s the best, I 
think—then get your teeth into it. Why can’t 
we get action? Wang Wu’s given us a 
description of the killer. What more do you 
want—name, address and ‘phone number? 
Don’t tell me Chinatown’s so big you boys 
can’t spot a six-foot Chink on the streets. 
Now get out and stay out till you bring me 
this murderin’ yellow-belly.”  

“O. K., Cap,” said Rocky. 
 
APTAIN DEEVER grunted and tried to 
relight his mangled cigar, while 

Sergeant Stone went out whistling to begin 
his search for the killer of Peking Court. 
“The Old Man’s been reading the Message 
to Garcia,” he told Detective Morley. 
“Peking Court is our baby from now on, and 
God help us if anybody else gets bumped off 

down there. We’d better skip whatever 
ground’s been covered and start from 
scratch. And scratch in this case means 
Wang Wu.”  

“A six-foot Chinaman,” Morley mused. 
“I don’t believe a word of it. Wang Wu must 
be screwy. I’ll bet the old duck was so 
scared the Chink only looked that big. 
Probably he’ll whittle down to five-foot-four 
or so when the truth comes out.”  

“I’ll admit I never saw one that tall,” 
Rocky replied, “but that’s no argument one 
way or the other. Well, let’s go ‘round and 
buzz Wang Wu again. Let me do the talking, 
Morley. Chinks are funny about these 
things—they hate to contradict you, and we 
want to get at the facts. It’ll be a lot easier 
for our side if this bird really is a six-
footer—make him stand out in a crowd like 
a red lamp-post.”  

They found Wang Wu in his shop at the 
entrance to Peking Court, dusting off his 
gimcrack stock with a turkey wing. “Mokee 
kai!” Rocky greeted, and Wang tucked his 
hands in his sleeves and bowed three times. 
Knowing Rocky and trusting him, Wang 
needed no urging to talk. He told what he 
knew of the dead men of Peking Court, his 
round face crinkled into sorrowful lines even 
as he nibbled bits of leechee and pickled 
ginger. 

Wang Wu, a Cantonese by birth and a 
man of peace, was most unhappy over the 
trouble which had come to his doorstep. And 
doorstep was the exact and literal word, for 
on opening his back door one morning he 
had found a man awaiting him there. Not a 
customer, alas, no, but a strange white man 
with eyes wide and glazed, which is one of 
the signs of violent death, and his pockets 
stripped clean with a peculiar thoroughness. 
There was blood on the man but none on the 
steps, which was a good thing for Wang Wu. 

“Aiee! Aiee!” Wang had hissed through 
his teeth as he padded off for the nearest 
policeman. With the policeman came a 
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crowd. “Thick like new rice in a wet field, 
Tajen, but they buy nothing,” Wang told 
Rocky, his merchant’s soul still bitter at the 
recollection.  

The body was taken away in the black 
wagon, and before Wang Wu could draw a 
long breath of relief came a host of White 
Devils to ask a “hundred hundred” questions. 
Some of them searched his shop for hidden 
weapons while Wang Wu stood on hot 
bricks lest they open a certain red tin box. In 
this box Wang kept his supply of the 
forbidden chandoo which, when smoked in 
his long pipe, gave him such pleasant 
dreams.  

At the Morgue they probed a .38 bullet 
from the back of the dead man’s ribs. The 
shot had gone straight through his heart. 
More questions for Wang Wu before Peking 
Court was restored to its customary brooding 
quiet. In due course a plain pine box went to 
Potter’s Field without benefit of bell, book 
or candle. Failing all else, the police had 
found a name for the victim—an official 
name—“John Doe 128.”  

Perhaps two weeks later Ying Lee had 
become curious about a stray dog outside his 
door. Ying Lee was an apothecary who lived 
at the other end of the Court. This mongrel 
dog whined and scratched at his front steps 
and refused to be driven away. Finally they 
looked under the steps and found the body of 
a lean-ribbed Chinaman. He had been there 
about three days, and the blood on the breast 
of his blue smock was caked black.  

The policeman with the “devil-glass” 
studied the bullet and pronounced it blood-
brother to the one which had ended the 
career of “John Doe 128.” The Tchu Tien 
Tong dipped into its treasury and saved this 
unknown son of Han from going down in the 
record book as “John Doe 129.” 

 
HEN came the night when the stars in 
their courses fought against the 

tranquility of the timid and unlucky Wang 

Wu. He had returned late from a most 
unprofitable visit to Mark Sin’s fantan house 
in Paradise Court. Wang Wu had just put the 
key in his door when he heard a stealthy step 
behind him. A figure stood within the light 
of the lone gas-lamp in the alley, “as tall as 
Tajen, a stranger of the Manchu blood and 
with the strength of the Dragon. He take up a 
man’s body from the ground and put it to his 
shoulder like Wang Wu lift this,” and he 
picked up a painted Tientsin statuette by way 
of illustration. 

Terrified, Wang Wu had fled inside and, 
bolted the door. The Manchu had pressed 
close to the window and looked in, and his 
face was “the face of Yo Fei, God of Battles 
and Sudden Death.” And when he rattled the 
doorknob Wang had given himself up for 
lost, for he knew he had stumbled upon the 
killer of Peking Court in the midst of his 
deadly work. 

Not aware of what his shaking fingers 
were doing, he had crammed a triple charge 
of chandoo into his thimble pipe. The 
Manchu had at last gone away from the 
locked door, but that night the ghosts of 
Wang’s honorable ancestors had beckoned 
his drugged soul to cross a line no wider than 
a hair. 

The next morning the third corpse was 
found in Peking Court, and the Medical 
Examiner’s Office had three bullets standing 
in a row. Fingerprints and a Rogues’ Gallery 
portrait identified the third victim as a 
Tenderloin roustabout and small-time 
pickpocket. 

“An evil feng-shui has come to live in 
this place, Tajen.” Wang Wu sighed as he 
swallowed the last leechee. “When dark 
come Wang burn twice nine prayers before 
the merciful Kwan Yin.”  

“You say this Manchu was as tall as I 
am?” Rocky repeated. “How could you tell 
that in the dark?”  

“When he look in at window, his face 
come to there. Let Tajen go outside and 
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stand like he stand.”  
Rocky made the experiment. “Wang’s 

right,” Morley said. “He’s called it to the 
inch. Then the Chink really is a six-footer. 
Well, this ought to be duck soup.”  

“I wouldn’t bet on that part of it. How 
come the rest of the boys couldn’t spot him? 
The whole Squad’s been on the watch. He’s 
gone and holed himself up somewhere.”  

“He’s got to come out some time.”  
“Yes, and we’ve got to sleep now and 

then. I can think of better things to do at 
night than parading up and down Peking 
Court.”  

“It’s in the bag, Rocky. We’ll lay that 
baby by the heels within twenty-four hours.” 

But Morley’s estimate was a bit 
optimistic. The twenty-four hours stretched 
to forty-eight, then seventy-two, and the tall 
Manchu refused to exhibit his unusual 
physique along the narrow streets of 
Chinatown. They scoured every nook and 
cranny of the Yellow District from the 
Celestial Cafe with its tuxedoed waiters to 
Yip Gee’s dive in Sword Alley, reeking with 
third-quality yen and the devastating white 
Chinese whiskey. 

Then, late on a raw November afternoon 
a heavy fog rolled in from the Bay and 
buried Chinatown to the chimneypots in its 
ghostly gray shroud. Shops and houses 
became invisible at a distance of ten feet and 
the street lights loomed like yellow gongs 
suspended in a smoky void. 

Morley fell into a spasm of coughing. 
“Damn this fog! It’s like breathing in a 
handful of feathers. Come on, Rocky, let’s 
get in out of this and get something to eat. 
No use hunting the big Chink till this lifts. 
He could be standing six feet in front of us 
and we’d never know it.”  

Within half a block they were lured by a 
neon sign, which spelled “Chop Suey” in 
glowing red letters. They groped for the door 
and went in. Wisps of fog gathered around 
the ceiling lights, the atmosphere was steamy 

as a laundry, and the few scattered customers 
had a damp, depressed appearance. 

“Bean sprouts, fried noodles, rice cakes 
and coffee,” Rocky ordered. 

Morley nodded. “O.K. Make it two.”  
“Yiss,” breathed the waiter, bobbed, and 

shuffled off. He had spiky gray hair and a 
pockmarked face. 

They had just been served when Rocky 
heard the door open behind him, and the next 
moment Morley was pouring the black soya 
sauce into his coffee. “Hey, look what you’re 
doing!” Rocky cautioned. “Are you crazy?”  

“It’s him!” Morley blurted in a frog-like 
whisper. . 

Rocky’s glance flicked toward the door. 
Beyond a doubt it was Wang Wu’s 
Chinaman who had just entered. Tall and 
powerful in build, his Manchu blood showed 
in the greenish-bronze of his coloring and in 
eyes pointed rather than slanted. He wore a 
heavy robe of dark blue, a round black hat 
and thick, felt-soled slippers. 

“Can you beat that?” Morley whispered. 
“We hunt high and low for him, then when 
we give up he walks right into our clutches. 
There is a Santa Claus!”  

“Well, stop staring and eat. Do you want 
to put him wise?” 

 
HE Manchu picked out an isolated table, 
and a steaming bowl of om dong and a 

pot of green tea, were placed before him. His 
face wore the haughty immobility of a 
mandarin mask. 

“He sure looks like a tough customer to 
me,” Morley whispered. “When and how do 
we take him?”  

“We’ve got to figure this out carefully. 
There’s lots of time.”  

“My idea is that we wait outside and clip 
him quick when he comes through the door. 
Once we get him down to the Station we can 
give him the works.”  

“Not so fast, Morley. I think our best bet 
is to tail him back to his hide-out. I’ve got a 
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notion there’s more behind this business than 
meets the eye.” 

“You’re crazy, Rocky. Look at that fog. 
We’d lose him inside of ten seconds.”  

“We can keep closer to him in the fog 
than we could on a clear night.”  

“Well, you’re the doctor, Rocky, but it’s 
playing with dynamite. If he catches us 
tramping at his heels he’ll cut loose sure as 
blazes, and that fellow shoots for the pump. 
Better give him the old one-two while we 
have the chance.”  

“Listen, Morley, he must figure he’s 
perfectly safe in the fog or he wouldn’t have 
come out at all. He was probably waiting for 
this to get out and stretch his legs a bit. 

Now here’s the dope. You go out first 
and stand by to pick him up. I’ll give him a 
few seconds’ start before I trail along. If we 
keep separated he can’t give both of us the 
slip. Hold your rod on him if it’ll make you 
feel better.”  

“You bet your life I will. Any guy with 
three notches on his gun’s got a nervous 
trigger finger, and if he makes a wrong move 
I’m going to let him have it.”  

At the proper moment Rocky gave 
Morley the nod, and the detective sauntered 
out without drawing so much as a glance 
from the tall Chinaman. Rocky lingered over 
a cigarette and watched the Manchu finish 
his tea. There was nothing furtive about his 
departure, but the fog swallowed him 
completely three paces outside the door. 

Rocky counted ten and followed, soon 
picking up the soft scrape of the padded 
soles. The Manchu was heading for Orange 
Street at a brisk pace. As they neared the 
alley to Peking Court Rocky closed up the 
gap until he could make out the flat black 
shape a few feet ahead. 

Suddenly Rocky checked his steps, 
straining eyes and ears against the thick gray 
pall. The Manchu had vanished! The only 
sound in the street was the mournful 
dripping from moistened roofs and cornices. 

Morley materialized out of the fog with a 
cautious whisper. “He skipped into that 
house. Quick as a flash. Must have spotted 
us.”  

A dim purple glow marked the invisible 
doorway. “That’s the Plum Blossom Joss 
House,” Rocky explained. 

“Could that be his hide-out?”  
“I doubt it. Only the bonze and a couple 

of buddhistas live there. They wouldn’t want 
to get mixed up in any gunman’s business.”  

“If the Chink went in to say his 
prayers—good night! We’ll be here for 
hours. I told you how it would be. We 
should’ve knocked him off outside the chop 
suey joint.”  

They stood silent as two Chinese drifted 
down the street, conversing in the high yip-
yip of Cantonese. “He may be trying to give 
us the slip,” Rocky considered. “Keep your 
eye on the front, Morley. I’ll go around and 
see if there’s an exit into the Court.”  

“And if he comes out the front again 
while you’re gone?”  

“Follow him till he takes to cover, then 
come back here for me.”  

“O.K.”  
Rocky turned into the alley. The lighted 

windows of Wang Wu’s shop made only a 
splotch of dull yellow in the thick pool of 
fog that was Peking Court. Rocky found the 
back of the joss house. There was an eight-
foot brick wall with a door of solid wood, 
and the door was bolted on the inside. 

As he lingered at this gate a harsh, angry 
scream split the silence, startling with its 
almost human note. It was the shrill screech 
of a parrot, impossible to locate in direction, 
except that it came from above the ground 
level. Three or four times its shriek rang 
across the Court, then somewhere in the fog 
a window closed softly. 

 

IN THE hush that followed Rocky 
discovered that he was not alone in that 

place. Quick, nervous steps paced to and fro, 
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like those of one who waited restlessly. 
Cautiously he moved toward the sounds, but 
the crunch of a chance pebble under his foot 
brought the unseen walker to an instant halt. 

Standing stockstill, Rocky tried to 
outwait the other. The stalemate was broken 
from another quarter. Behind him other 
stealthy footsteps crept past, no louder than a 
whisper in the ghostly night. Chinese 
slippers, these last, and Rocky’s thoughts 
leaped to the Manchu. The Plum Blossom 
gate was in that direction. The leather-shod 
steps moved off then, and hesitating between 
the two, Rocky found he had lost them both.  

Looking back, he noticed an increase of 
light at Wang Wu’s, and remembered that 
the shopkeeper wore the traditional slippers 
of his race. Retracing his steps, he found the 
shop door open, and Wang Wu outside 
hastily snapping the locks of the wire screens 
which he put over his windows at night. He 
looked fearfully over his shoulder as the tall 
detective loomed up at his side. “It is Tajen. 
Wah!” he sighed with relief.  

“Wang, were you out in the Court just 
now?”  

“No, Tajen. Wang come from inside.”  
“Closing up early, aren’t you?”  
The shopkeeper pointed to the fog. “It is 

the Breath of the Celestial Dragon. The 
wisdom of venerable ancestors whisper it is 
best to bar the door and close eye and ear to 
this night. Did Tajen not hear the Death Bird 
call to the evil feng-shui of this place?”  

“Death Bird? You mean the parrot?”  
“Yes, Tajen. When the Death Bird calls 

the feng-shui another luckless one is carried 
off to his ancestors. It was so before, it shall 
be again.”  

“You’ve heard the parrot before? The 
night you saw the Manchu? Why didn’t you 
tell us?”  

“You not ask, Tajen.”  
“That’s a fine reason. Who owns this 

parrot.” 
“Wang not know.”  

“Didn’t you ever see it around the Court 
at any other time?”  

“No one can see feng-shui bird, Tajen.”  
“Rats! It’s just an ordinary parrot. 

Nothing magic about that—”  
A gasping cry cut him short, not from the 

parrot this time, but from a human throat, a 
cry choking with agony. Wang W u 
squeaked like a frightened mouse and dashed 
back into the shelter of his shop. Rocky 
whirled and stood tense, then as the gasping 
cry was repeated dashed blindly across the 
Court.  

Sounds of scuffling combat guided him 
until his flashlight cut a funnel through the 
fog and focused on the fighters—a writhing 
black jumble on the worn brick paving. 
Throaty growls of animal-like rage mingled 
with groans rapidly growing feebler. “Come 
on, break it up!” he commanded, raising his 
gun. “Get on your feet, there, and keep your 
hands up!”  

Rocky recognized the yellow face that 
glared up into the light. The Manchu sprang 
to his feet, lithe as a great cat, tall, as tall as 
Rocky himself. The knife in his hand was 
dripping red, and his eyes had the jet sparkle 
of a beast at the kill. 

“Drop that knife! Get your hands up! 
Quick!” Rocky thrust the gun nearer. The 
other figure lay stretched on the ground, not 
moving. 

The tall Chinaman uncoiled with the 
swiftness of a cobra. One sudden sweep of 
his arm sent the flashlight spinning and his 
iron fist crashed on Rocky’s jaw. Head 
spinning from the terrific jolt, the detective 
staggered back, and before he could shake 
the buzzing from his ears the Manchu had 
plunged back into the sheltering fog. 

Cursing softly but fervently, Rocky 
hunted for his fallen gun and flashlight. He 
turned the beam on the groaning figure at his 
feet. It was that of a stocky man, clad in a 
belted raincoat. As he was lying face down, 
Rocky could see only a bald head with a low 
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fringe of sandy hair. 
“Red Mallon!” he exclaimed when he 

had turned him over. Mallon was a 
Tenderloin character of unsavory record.  

Red rolled his head, moaning. His coat 
and vest had been ripped open in the 
struggle, and his shirt was covered with 
blood. Rocky slipped an arm under his 
shoulders and partially raised him. “What’s 
the story, Red?” he questioned. “Spill it!” 

“Who is it?” came in a feeble whisper. 
“Sergeant Stone. You know me—Rocky 

Stone.”  
“Rocky? Listen, Rocky, I’m done for. 

We’ve been jobbed—double-crossed by a 
fence. He’s a dirty yellow Chink and he lives 
in this Court.”  

“Who do you mean by ‘we,’ Red?”  
“Joe Callori and me. We pulled off a 

swell job out of town and came back with a 
fistful of rocks. The stuff was too hot for our 
regular fence to handle, so Joe gets it into his 
head to make a dicker with this Chink. I told 
him all Chinks was poison, but he wouldn’t 
listen to me. I guess he knows better now—
they must’ve got him before they came out 
after me.”  

Mallon lapsed into a choking cough and 
Rocky said, “Take your time, Red.”  

“I ain’t got much of that left and I wanta 
spill it all. Things are gettin’ kind of 
swimmy now. Anyway, Joe went in to see 
this fence while I waited outside with the 
rocks in my pocket. Joe was gone a long 
time and when I heard steps I thought it was 
him comin’ back, but it was the big Chink 
that works for the fence. Before I can turn 
around he puts his sticker into me and is 
grabbin’ for the rocks.”  

“I’ll fix him for you, Red. What’s his 
name?”  

“The big Chink? I don’t know.”  
“No—I mean the fence.”  
“Gow.”  
“Gow what?”  
“I don’t know. Gow is all Joe said.”  

“And he lives here in the Court? What’s 
his number?”  

“14.” 
 
OCKY calculated rapidly. “No.8, that’s 
Wing Yo—No. 10—No. 12 has the 

stone steps—No. 14. Why, 14’s an empty 
house, Red. Been empty for a long a time. 
It’s boarded up. Are you sure you’ve got the 
right number?”  

“Joe said 14. Don’t let ‘em get away with 
it, Rocky. I wanta get even with the dirty 
rats.”  

“Don’t worry. Leave that to me. Now, 
grab me around the neck and we’ll get going. 
You need a doctor.”  

“There’s no use movin’ me around, 
Rocky. I know. I can feel it leakin’ away 
inside. Don’t waste no time on me. Go get 
that Gow, and make him burn for it!”  

“Don’t argue, catch hold. I can’t leave 
you lying here on the ground.”  

Over Mallon’s protests Rocky got him 
up and carried him to Wang Wu’s store, 
where he pounded on the door till the moon-
faced shopkeeper was compelled to open. 

Rocky lowered his burden to the floor, 
but Mallon was now limp and still. There 
was no longer a heart-beat. The detective 
stood up, shook his head and wiped the wet 
blood from his hands. Wang saw the turned-
up eyes. “Aiee! Aiee!” he wailed. “Feng-
shui come with the Breath of the Dragon, 
Tajen. Aiee!”  

“Stop that racket, Wang, and make 
yourself useful. There’s a policeman waiting 
around the corner, at the steps of the Plum 
Blossom Joss House. It’s Morley, the man 
who was here with me before. Run and bring 
him back with you. He’ll know what to do 
when he gets here. Tell him I’ve gone after 
the big Manchu—he’s in No. 14. Remember 
that number—14! Quick now!”  

Wang Wu cast a despairing look at his 
unprotected stock. 

“Go on! Run! You don’t need to lock the 
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door. Nobody’s going to walk off with 
anything before you get back.”  

Wang eyed the dead man once more and 
darted out, while Rocky cut across the Court 
toward No. 14, dropping the safety catch on 
his gun as he ran. “Feng-shui and Death 
Birds!” he growled to himself. “What this 
place needs is a good cleaning out with a 
.38! And this is the night for it!”  

For all the outward signs of life, No. 14 
might have been an abandoned tomb. He 
flashed his light briefly across the front. 
Door and shutters were not only tightly 
closed, but had rough boards nailed across 
them. An old “For Sale” sign of painted 
canvas hung in tatters.  

Rocky went through the alley to the 
backyard. The rear of the house was as 
tightly barred as the front. He flashed his 
light along the wall. A slanting cellar door 
was firmly bolted. Only the rusty grating of a 
cellar window was open, and the beam of 
light revealed a cellar as bare as a bone.  

By that time Rocky was convinced that 
Red Mallon had either mistaken the number 
of the house in the Court, or that the 
mysterious Gow had purposely misled them. 
Nevertheless, he squeezed through the 
window and went up the cellar steps.  

The kitchen and all the lower floor was 
bare as the cellar. The house smelled of 
damp mould and musty darkness. A rat 
scampered through the hall ahead of him. He 
went on tiptoe, in the dark, and stood at the 
foot of the stairs. The silence was on as thick 
as the stale, damp air. Hearing nothing, he 
risked a swift spray of light up the staircase. 
Cobwebs were thick between the rails.  

Up he went, close to the wall, without 
one betraying creak. The back room was 
empty—the front room. Then the middle 
room— 

Out of the darkness leaped a five-clawed 
dragon, glittering, fork-tongued, saber-
toothed. The sparkle of its inlaid surface 
gave it an illusion of movement that made 

the scalp tingle. Rocky had snapped off the 
light in the first startled shock of surprise, 
before he realized the hideous thing was the 
decorative figure on a devil-screen. 

Standing just inside the door and fully 
six feet wide, it blocked off the room 
completely. How and why came such a thing 
into a house otherwise stripped down to bare 
walls and rough floors? Inlaid dragon 
screens were not commonplace objects, even 
in Chinatown. 

 
OCKY ventured into that dark room, 
feeling his way along the wall until he 

reached a corner. Instinct told him the room 
was not empty. A species of sinister 
vibration was alive in the darkness, but sharp 
as were his ears, he could not catch the 
sound of breathing.  

Clutching his gun in readiness, he 
pressed the button of his torch again and the 
room gave up its secret. The wedge of light 
singled out a face, a face white and still, with 
glazed eyes that did not flinch from the 
glare. The man sat in a chair facing a 
teakwood table, small but elaborately carved. 
Another chair was drawn up on the opposite 
side of the table—an empty chair. 

The light danced swiftly from wall to 
wall. Otherwise nothing! Just that, one 
cluster of darkly shining wood behind the 
menacing screen. Rocky jumped as a 
raucous scream exploded in his ears. The 
parrot! The Death Bird whose voice, 
according to Wang Wu, was herald of death 
in Peking Court! It had hopped into view on 
the back of the vacant chair, feathers ruffled, 
beak open, one lifted talon curling and 
uncurling. 

Rocky drew a quick breath and braced 
himself for discovery—attack—anything. 
Nothing stirred. The dead man was derelict 
in a vacant house which held only a devil-
screen, a table, two chairs and a parrot. 
Rocky went closer to examine Gow’s latest 
victim. He had no doubt but it was the Joe 
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Callori who had been Red Mallon’s partner 
in crime. 

Callori’s body had slumped in his chair, 
arms hanging down loosely. Rocky held his 
coat open. The square butt of an automatic 
nestled in a shoulder holster and not three 
inches away a wet stain spread in a neat 
circle from a black hole in the vest. 

“That makes four in a row,” Rocky 
murmured, “and a 50-cent piece’d cover all 
the holes. This fellow Gow must be a cross 
between a rattlesnake and a scorpion. 
Murder a thief and take away his loot—
that’s all plain enough to figure—but how 
the dickens does he get the drop on all these 
fellows? They can’t all be set-ups for 
gunplay.”  

He moved off a few paces, studying the 
grim tableau. “Let’s see, now. Callori is 
sitting here. Gow sat there, behind the table. 
Gow pulled his gun, aimed and drilled him 
for a bull’s-eye before Callori could put a 
finger on his own rod. And yet he was 
suspicious enough of Gow to make Mallon 
wait outside with the stones. There’s a catch 
to this somewhere!”  

One question called up another in 
Rocky’s brain. What had become of Gow? 
And the giant Manchu who had knifed 
Mallon and hung that bruised lump on his 
own jaw? They might have planned it to 
leave Callori’s body in this vacant house, 
perhaps both bodies, but it was unlikely Gow 
would have gone away without his parrot. 
Had they heard the parrot’s scream? Did 
they know he had found their lair? And were 
they waiting now, hidden, perhaps preparing 
a trap? 

Rocky decided to sit tight and trust to his 
own trap. Morley would be along any minute 
if help was needed. The first thing was to 
clear the doorway, to move the furniture 
aside. He took the chair by the arms. It 
refused to budge. He tugged, harder. It was 
firm as a rock. He tried the table—the 
screen—Callori’s chair. All immovable!  

“What the devil does this mean?” he 
muttered, training his light on the legs. 
“Well, I’ll be damned!” The furniture was 
nailed down! 

A sound reached his ear, vague, 
undefinable, but a sound where no sound had 
been before. Instantly his torch winked out. 
A faint glow began to touch the edges of the 
devil-screen. He hid behind it, watching the 
hall. Someone was coming up the stairs, 
someone carrying a candle. The light grew 
brighter. The parrot screamed. Rocky 
waited, licking his lips. Slow, deliberate 
steps—four, five, six, seven—a huge 
wavering shadow on the wall. 

Crash! 
A yawning black tunnel opened under 

Rocky’s feet. Swirls of red and flaring 
yellow circled crazily as he dropped down—
down—down— 

 
S CONSCIOUSNESS returned slowly 
his first realization was that he was 

lying face down on a very hard floor. He 
stared vaguely across a stretch of bare boards 
at a stub of candle whipped by the draught 
along the floor. The blood thumped in his 
aching head and his wrists hurt. There were 
raw red marks, he noticed, as if ropes had 
been there recently. 

He raised his head and experienced a jolt 
of searing pain. Then he remembered, the 
creeping footsteps, the blow from behind—
the Manchu’s work, probably. He felt his 
scalp above the right ear—an aching welt, 
hair matted and sticky with blood. His lips 
twisted into a wry grin. At least it was better 
than stopping a bullet. But no more fooling 
around with that big Chink—the next time 
he’d open up and let him have it. 

Rocky put his head down quickly. The 
Manchu was there on guard, sitting cross-
legged against the wall, like a meditative 
Buddha, a long pipe in his hands. The last 
film of haziness lifted from Rocky’s brain. 
He was still in that fantastic room, but 
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chairs, table, screen, yes, and parrot—all had 
vanished. The only remaining traces were 
several twisted nails half-wrenched from the 
floor. The unlucky Callori had been left 
behind, too, carelessly dropped in a corner 
like a bundle of old clothes. 

He stole another look at the Manchu. He 
seemed to be asleep, eyes closed, chin on 
chest, quite relaxed. The detective snaked his 
way forward—another foot—another. The 
Manchu’s lids still drooped. Rocky had his 
eye on the gun tucked in the Chinaman’s 
belt. It was his own! 

Stealthily he came up into a crouch, 
reached out and snatched the weapon with 
one swift motion. The expected explosion 
failed to develop. Rocky had the weapon 
pointed, but the Manchu slumbered on. Then 
Rocky saw his lax, fallen jaw, the bluish lips, 
the crisped fingers which clutched the pipe. 
He jogged his shoulder. The Chinaman 
toppled over like a sack of potatoes. He was 
as dead as Callori! 

A strange, bitter odor clung to him. 
Rocky traced it to the bamboo pipe. The 
bowl reeked of it, and it came neither from 
rank tobacco nor chandoo. Rocky nodded his 
head. “Poison, eh? You’re a fast worker, Mr. 
Gow, and you sure play both ends against 
the middle, but the next time you’re going to 
find yourself in the middle or I’ll know the 
reason why!”  

But what in thunder had become of 
Morley? Rocky consulted his watch and got 
another surprise. The blow on the head had 
stretched him out for nearly an hour; He 
opened the front window. Thin wisps of fog 
rolled in from the Court, but he could see 
nothing or hear nothing of any activity out 
there. 

Still a trifle unsteady at the knees, he 
went downstairs and made his exit from No. 
14 via the cellar door, which he found 
unlocked this time, and so back into Peking 
Court. He had not taken a dozen steps before 
a light flashed in his face and a voice rich 

with brogue called, “Stand there now till I 
have a look at ye!”  

“O’Donnell!” Rocky exclaimed.  
The policeman loosened his grip. “Praise 

be! Are ye all right, Sergeant? We’ve had the 
divil’s own time lookin’ for ye in this fog.”  

“Right enough. Morley around?”  
“Over yonder, Sergeant, with the rest of 

the boys. I’ll call him.”  
O’Donnell shouted into the fog and a 

voice answered. In a few moments Morley 
came over on the run. “Rocky! Where in hell 
did you get to? We’ve been tearin’ the place 
apart tryin’ to find you.”  

“I was in No. 14, where I said I’d be. 
Didn’t Wang Wu give you my message?”  

“In 14? Say, can you beat that? The 
dumb Chink told me it was No. 40. We’ve 
been turnin’ the heat on Ying Lee. Hey, 
O’Donnell, skip over there and call off the 
boys.” 

“Bring ‘em back with you,” Rocky 
added; “there’s a job for them in No. 14.”  

“Holy Moses, Rocky, what’s happened 
to your head?”  

“Oh, that’s my bump of knowledge,” 
Rocky replied and proceeded to sketch in the 
details. 

“The dirty yellow snake!” Morley 
exploded. “A guy like that makes the 
Calloris and the Mallons look like 
gentlemen. The hot seat’s too good for him.”  

“Yes, he rates something Oriental in the 
way of punishment, something like boiling 
in oil. But you know the first line in the old 
French recipe—first catch your mutton.” 

 
ORLEY nodded. “He hasn’t left us 
much to work with, and that’s a fact. 

So far we haven’t even seen his face. And 
with the Manchu out of the picture that 
leaves us almost exactly nothing.”  

“We could pass him on the street 
tomorrow and not know the difference. But 
it’s not hopeless, Morley. Not at all. The 
smart Mr. Gow made one bad error, and 
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one’s all it takes. He took the parrot away 
with him, and that parrot will live to put the 
finger on him. Forget about Gow, we’ll look 
for the parrot instead!”  

And so it was that Sergeant Rocky Stone 
set off on the baffling trail of the venomous 
Chinaman of Peking Court. He brought to 
his quest the concentration of a bloodhound 
and the tenacity of a bulldog, but one by one 
all the lanes of inquiry turned into a dead-
ends, leaving him only with a cut head and 
an aching jaw to show for his encounters. 

Chinatown had entered into a conspiracy 
of silence concerning the events in Peking 
Court. The dead Manchu remained as 
unnamed and as unclaimed as if he had 
dropped down from Mars.  

“Can’t make ‘em talk,” Rocky told 
Morley disgustedly. “The way they tell it, 
they never saw the Manchu before—there 
never was a Chinaman named Gow—”  

“What about the parrot?” 
“I’m not saying a word about that. It’s 

my one ace in the hole, and I’m not risking 
it. If I started asking about the bird, next 
thing we’d find it lying in Peking Court with 
its throat cut. Then we would be sunk.”  

“The nailed-down furniture is the angle 
that beats me,” Morley declared. “Why was 
it that way? Of all the crazy things about this 
business, that’s the goofiest.”  

“We can’t see it, but no doubt there was 
a reason. Furniture isn’t nailed to the floor 
just for fun.”  

“Do you think Gow did it so no one 
could steal the stuff while he was away from 
the house?”  

“But no one knew he was in the house. 
All those boards would keep out casual 
prowlers.” Rocky shrugged and lit a 
cigarette. “I don’t know the answer. One 
guess is as good as another.”  

“For that matter, why did he stop to take 
the stuff out of the house? He took an awful 
chance. If Wang Wu had given me the right 
number I’d have walked in on the middle of 

the job.”  
“Well, hand-carved teak has a good 

value, but nothing to risk your neck over. 
The devil-screen would be worth some 
money too, but then what would that be 
against the package of stones they took from 
Mallon?”  

“It doesn’t make sense,” Morley agreed. 
“I’m working along the theory now that 

Gow didn’t move it very far away. That 
crack on the head put me away for about an 
hour. During that time they cleaned out the 
room and Gow left the Manchu on guard—
with a nice slug of poison in his pipe to 
make sure he’d stay there.”  

“There were only four pieces, Rocky. In 
an hour they could have moved them to the 
other side of Chinatown.”  

“They could—but what of the risk? Even 
with the fog, you can’t carry chairs and 
tables and screens through the streets 
without attracting some attention. And if 
they bumped into one of our boys anywhere 
he’d pull them in on suspicion. No, I’ll bet a 
week’s pay Gow at this minute is within a 
stone’s throw of Peking Court.” 

 
IGHT and day Rocky continued to 
haunt the vicinity of the Court, eyes 

open for the flash of green at a window, ears 
alert for the scream of a parrot. The 
Chinaman named Gow might now be calling 
himself Charlie Lee or Fu Yum, but a parrot 
remains a green bird with a raucous voice of 
surprising carrying power. Once indeed he 
heard such a sound, but on tracking it to its 
source found it came from an Indian minah 
bird kept by Lee Moy, the flute-playing 
student of medicine in Quince Street. 

Every night Rocky put a bag of leechees 
in the left-hand pocket of his overcoat and 
his police .38 in the right. Drifting along, he 
left a trail of the brittle brown shells through 
Orange Street, Peking Court, Quince Street, 
and back by way of Fiddlers’ Alley, which 
was a narrow opening on the south side 9f 
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the Court. And always Kwan Yin in her 
infinite wisdom decreed the left-hand pocket 
alone should be emptied during the long 
hours.  

But the Orientals holding no absolute 
copyright on patience, in the end Rocky had 
his reward. The harsh cry of the parrot came 
to him in Peking Court, then gray with 
November twilight. The sound was brief, cut 
off by the sudden closing of a door, and that 
door was in Fiddlers’ Alley. Rocky reached 
the passage in time to see a vague figure 
disappear at the far end.  

Now Fiddlers’ Alley was merely a barren 
a stretch of backwalls and fences. There was 
but one building fronting it, a dingy structure 
which had once been stable, then garage, and 
was now, so far as Rocky knew, disused. A 
separate entrance led to the upper portion, 
which had a gabled window on either side of 
the old loft door with its gibbet beam and 
rusty pulley. 

This time Rocky had no need to debate 
the issue. He had made a careful selection 
from the various burglar’s tools on forcible 
deposit at the Precinct. In less than half a 
minute the simple lever-lock was picked and 
he was feeling his way up a rough, dark 
staircase. 

His pulses leaped as the devil-screen 
confronted him at the top. He thrust his head 
around the corner of it. Gow was not there, 
but the carved teak table was, with a chair on 
either side of it in the familiar arrangement. 
The parrot was at the window, in a cage of 
split bamboo. It made angry noises as Rocky 
appeared. 

“Go ahead, squawk your head off,” he 
chuckled, looking around the loft with a 
slow smile. “There’s a cute little cage 
waiting for your honorable master—one with 
nice steel bars.”  

The first thing Rocky did was test the 
table—the chairs. They were immovable, 
just as in No. 14. Nailed down! Over in the 
corner stood Gow’s couch, with its 

intertwined carvings of symbolic bats and 
legendary kylins. A statuette in rose-petal 
crystal rested on a low stand, and on the 
table was a stone bottle, a horn goblet, and a 
long pipe with an ivory bowl. 

Gow had utilized only one corner of the 
loft. The light filtered through windows 
encrusted with dirt and spangled with 
cobwebs. Beyond the Chinaman’s little oasis 
of carved teak stretched a fantastic litter of 
lumber, old trunks, broken tools and 
mouldering harness. 

Rocky had no time to start a search. The 
door banged below and footsteps mounted 
the stairs. He faced the devil-screen, gun 
poised, eyes fastened on the spot where the 
face of the elusive Gow would at last be 
revealed. 

 
HE moment came. Gow stepped around 
the corner of the screen, short, flat-

faced, with grizzled hair. His dark, high-
collared coat and round black hat lent him a 
somewhat clerical appearance. His plump 
yellow hand grasped a varnished walking-
stick and on one of the fingers was a square 
ring of mutton-fat jade. 

With a grim little smile Rocky thrust his 
gun forward. Gow’s dark eyes looked 
straight at him, beyond him, then the 
Chinaman carelessly brushed past the 
leveled weapon, tap-tapping with his stick. 
Gow was a blind man! 

Rocky stood mute with amazement. He 
felt somehow ridiculous holding his gun on a 
blind man. Gow went straight to the parrot’s 
cage, reached a finger through the bars and 
scratched the arched head, speaking softly to 
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his pet. Then he groped his way to the table 
and sat down. He poured a yellowish liquor 
from the stone bottle and sipped it slowly, 
relaxing with a sigh, eyes fixed on vacancy. 

While the detective stood silent in a 
turmoil of indecision, Gow sensed the 
lurking presence on his dark horizon. His 
whole body stiffened with the intensity of 
concentration. Face vivid with panic as the 
certainty grew, he spat out a shrill phrase in 
Chinese. Rocky bided his time. 

“Who is there?” Gow repeated in hissing 
English. 

Rocky took three paces forward. “Don’t 
move, Gow! My gun is pointed straight at 
you!”  

At the sound of the voice the Chinaman’s 
face became a frozen mask. “Gow is blind. 
Who are you?”  

“Sergeant Stone of the Chinatown 
Squad. Does that tell the story?”  

“Your words cast a long shadow.” Gow 
stood up and bowed gravely in the general 
direction of his visitor’s voice. “The name of 
this humble person is Gow Yet Fu, who was 
a Mandarin of the White Button before the 
regrettable days of the Nanking dogs. You 
come to make questions about those who 
have joined their ancestors with a 
unfortunate haste?”  

“You’ve got the idea—on the first 
guess.”  

“Gow Yet Fu can make all clear to you. 
Only unworthy ignorance of your honorable 
laws has kept my feet from your door.”  

“Oh, sure!” Rocky replied derisively. 
“Naturally you have no idea what our 
honorable laws do with honorable 
murderers. That’s why you cleared out of 14 
Peking Court in such a hurry the other night. 
And that’s why I find you hiding in an old 
stable.”  

”Haste and fear led my steps from the 
Middle Path,” the Chinaman replied sadly, 
“but Gow Yet Fu had only those for council. 
Now wisdom shall rule our words. Blood has 

paid for blood, but the price of blood must 
be returned—”  

“Don’t move! Stay right where you are,” 
Rocky snapped as Gow half-rose from his 
chair. 

“Have you fear of one whose eyes have 
died?”  

“Blind or not, stay where you are. What 
are you after?”  

“At the bottom of the parrot’s cage you 
will find a hollow space. Will you bring 
forth what is hidden there?”  

Rocky remembered most vividly the 
precisely placed bullet holes in the dead men 
of Peking Court. Was this a trick to catch 
him off guard? Was Gow Yet Fu really blind 
or was it all a wily sham adopted with 
lightning cleverness when he found himself 
cornered? 

The detective tiptoed nearer, spread two 
fingers and made a sudden jab at the dark, 
staring eyes. They stood the test with 
unblinking fixity. 

 
ATISFIED on that point, Rocky backed 
to the cage. The Chinaman had not lied. 

A flat package lay in the hidden place. 
Rocky opened the wrapper of yellow silk. 
Between layers of cotton wool nestled a 
glittering array of gems, white, red, blue, 
green—pendants, rings, brooches, 
necklaces—the hot stones of Red Mallon 
and Joe Callori! 

“You have seen?” Gow inquired 
anxiously. “Gow’s fingers tell him they are 
jewels, but their worth is hidden from his 
eyes.”  

“They’re worth plenty, if that’s any 
satisfaction to you,” Rocky replied, sitting 
down and spreading them out for 
examination. 

“They are things of evil. Gow Yet Fu 
rejoices that the price of blood has passed 
from his keeping.”  

“Yes, I’m sure you’re tickled to death. It 
was pretty smart to hand over the stones 
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before I made a search and found them 
myself. Well, that’s only a small part of the 
story. The main question is, how did you get 
them? And the answer to that is—murder!” 

“Aiee! Truth is a sharp sword. It was the 
servant Yuan who made this great evil. 
When the master is blind, the mafoo is lord 
of the house.”  

“And you expect me to believe your 
Manchu servant killed all those men and you 
knew nothing about it?”  

“Your nimble words speak Gow’s 
thoughts.” 

“So that’s your line, eh? Not bad, but 
you can’t get away with it, Gow. You can’t 
wriggle out of it merely by handing back 
some of the loot and throwing all the blame 
on a dead man. You forget Yuan was 
murdered, too. Either way it comes right 
back to your door.”  

“It is not so. Gow Yet Fu came upon the 
faithless mafoo in the midst of his evil work. 
Yuan was given his choice. He could pay his 
debt to the broken law in the white man’s 
way or wipe out the stain he had put upon 
the venerable House of Gow. He chose to 
pay the debt to his master’s house. Wah! It 
was a good choice. It is what your honorable 
laws call suicide.”  

“Maybe I’d swallow that yarn, if I wasn’t 
wise to your racket. First you were a fence—
a receiver of stolen goods, then you thought 
up the bright idea of murdering the thieves 
who came to do business with you and 
pocketing their loot without paying anything 
at all. I’m not saying Yuan didn’t help you 
with the dirty work, but you can’t palm off 
the whole job on him.”  

“Gow Yet Fu make nothing of this talk. 
How shall the blind keep watch over those 
who have eyes?”  

“All right, if you knew nothing about it, 
why was your furniture over in Peking 
Court? You didn’t sleep in that empty 
house—there was no bed. No. 14 was only 
your murder-trap. I know Yuan killed Red 

Mallon, for I was there and saw it. But 
Callori didn’t come to No. 14 to see Yuan, 
he came to see you. And he was shot, not in 
the back, as Yuan might have done it, but 
from the front, facing your chair. And if you 
weren’t in the house what was your parrot 
doing there? I don’t know what trick you 
used to get the drop on Callori, but we’ll find 
that out before we’re through with you.”  

The Chinaman broke into a bland smile. 
“The blind may kill with a knife, a noose, or 
a hatchet, if they are swift and clever, but the 
gun is not for those who live in darkness. On 
the day of such a deed there will be two 
moons in the sky. All wisdom has departed 
from your words.”  

Some subtle change in the smooth, 
precise tones struck Rocky’s ears. It gave 
him a queer tingling along his spine. 
Somehow, by some secret trick, this blind 
Chinaman had mastered the power to slay, 
and the deadly execution room of Peking 
Court was reproduced here in Fiddlers’ 
Alley. Callori had died there, and here he 
was, sitting just as Callori had sat, armed as 
Callori had been, distrustful and suspicious. 
Not one factor was different—and Callori he 
had been shot through the heart! 

The impulse to vacate that sinister chair 
became overwhelming. As Rocky obeyed its 
blind urging one of Gow’s plump hands 
dropped from sight. Noiseless as a cat, the 
detective craned forward over the black table 
to watch. 

“Gow cannot learn to trust the darkness,” 
the meek voice went on. “Great fear comes 
when the hand reaches out and finds nothing 
to touch. These unworthy sticks of wood 
must be fastened down or Gow would lose 
his way even in this small space. Could such 
a one send a bullet to its mark?” 

H
 

AVING asked his question, the cunning 
Oriental directed his own answer. A 

stab of flame spurted from the carved side of 
the table. With the crack of the gun still 
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rattling in his ears Rocky stared at the 
sudden hole in the back of the chair. If he 
had stayed there ten seconds longer—! 

Gow Yet Fu had leaped up, head cocked, 
his face writhing with mingled fear, hope, 
uncertainty. As dead silence prevailed from 
second to second his twitching face creased 
into a cruel, mocking smile. “Hai! hai! hai!” 
he cackled in triumph, groping his way 
toward the other chair. 

With grim maliciousness Rocky let him 
discover its emptiness for himself. Swiftly 
the Chinaman dropped to his knees, feeling 
for his victim over the floor in front of the 
chair. 

“Sorry to disappoint you, Gow, but your 
little trick didn’t turn out this time.” Rocky’s 
voice was like ice. The Chinaman scrambled 
to his feet, trembling, livid, grasping his 
stick with shaking hands. 

“Now I know why your chairs are nailed 
to the floor! When those poor devils sat 
down in that chair they didn’t know you had 
a gun fastened under the table, trained 
straight at their hearts. What harm could 
there be in a poor, blind Chinaman? And all 
you had to do was crook your finger and 
listen for the body to hit the floor. You 
murdering devil!”  

Frantic with rage, Gow swung his stick 
at the voice. Rocky leaped inside the blow 
and took the blind man by the throat. “Try 
that again and I’ll pump your dirty yellow 
hide full of holes!”  

He flung the Chinaman from him. Gow 
reeled against the table, gasping and 
choking. Then his shoulders sagged and he 
raised his hands in a weary and helpless 
gesture. “The Lords of the Upper Realms 
have spoken,” he said sadly. “The Mandarin 
Gow Yet Fu bows to their superior wisdom.”  

It was his last desperate piece of 
treachery. The yellow stick broke open into a 
flashing steel blade. Caught off guard, 
Rocky leaped back before the first vicious 
lunge, only to stumble over the chair. 
Placing the sound with uncanny accuracy, 
the bright steel sang as the blind man thrust 
and hacked in berserk fury. 

Half sprawling between the table and the 
chair, Rocky threw up his arm and fired as 
the slim point drove straight at his throat. 
Gow Yet Fu screamed as the bullet tore 
through his flesh. His forward plunge drove 
the thin blade deep into the devil-screen. For 
a few moments it served to hold up his 
sagging body. Then the blade buckled and 
snapped and he dropped in a limp heap. 

Rocky got up and turned him over with 
wary caution. “Hm. I guess you’re not 
bluffing this time.”  

The parrot was hopping from one perch 
to the other in his cage, screeching like mad. 
Rocky looked over at him. “Too late, Poll. 
He can’t hear you now. Your master’s gone 
to face the Lords of the Upper Realms, and I 
doubt if they’ll thank me for sending him 
along!” 

 


